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Jean Baur, career coach, author and speaker, has worked as a career specialist for the past 20 years.
She’s an expert in working with job seekers of all functions and levels, and likes nothing better than
helping those in transition overcome obstacles and find work that’s a good fit. Her first book,
“Eliminated! Now What?” won national media attention. Her newer book, “The Essential Job Interview
Handbook” came out this past year and has been endorsed by key experts and authors.
Recognized for designing on-target talks on a wide range of career topics, Jean is known as a high
energy, entertaining speaker. In the past year her presentations have included: “Boomers Back to
Work!”, “Job Security: It’s In Your Hands”, “Learn How to Interview Effectively to Launch, Save or
Advance Your Career”, and “Turn Off the Computer and Get a Job!”.

“Eliminated! Now What? Finding Your Way from
Job-Loss Crisis to Career Resilience”
In this easy-to-read guide, you’ll learn how to get through the ups
and downs of job loss and what you need to do to run a successful search. Full of real examples, this is an inspiring book—taking
you from the shock of job loss to ways to overcome obstacles, to
smart strategies for our challenging job market.

“The Essential Job Interview Handbook: A Quick
and Handy Resource for Every Job Seeker”
Interviewing is fraught with unknowns, but in this guide, you learn
how to navigate successfully and present your ability to do the
job. A unique feature of this book is the multiple answers it provides for each question, rated good, better and best, so you can
learn what makes a winning answer and understand the strategy
behind it.

Jean currently lives in Stonington, CT, where
she kayaks and volunteers with her therapy
dog, Bella. Jean is a professional member of
the National Speakers Association.
Learn more about Jeanon her website
http://JeanBaur.com

